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RESISTANCE BY YOUNG PEOPLE

exploiters, for a future in which we workers
too will have a share in the nation’s assets!
We assure the Nazi plutocrat clique that these
sacrifices will be made!
These are the thoughts of the German worker!
Did you know:
that Hitler the “have-not” is the main owner
of the Eher publishing house?
that Goebbels is the principal stockholder
of Telefunken, Göring of BMW and the Göring
plants?
that half of the German national income, that
is, half of your labor, goes into the tax coffers?
that the soviet administration in Latvia has
introduced, among other social measures,
an immediate increase in wages by 45%?
What should we do?
Work more slowly!
Put nothing in the Nazi collection boxes,
instead help political prisoners and their
relatives!
Practice solidarity and encourage others
to do so!
Resist extension of working hours! Recently,
on a major construction site in Teltow,
the working hours were to be extended by
an hour. Yet the workers downed their tools
in unity at the usual time. Through their soli
darity, the extension was prevented!
Spread our flyers and write new flyers yourself
with our demands!
Prevent impulsive comrades from taking this
flyer to the police. They would only arouse
police suspicion against themselves and their
comrades, and can expect unpleasant investigations!
THE FREE WORD!
And peace on earth ….
Do we German workers want peace?
Yes, we do want peace, we want a lasting
peace, a peace that does not once again mean
a breathing space for new wars! We don’t
want a new Versailles, no matter who might
dictate it! Can Hitler bring this peace? No,
he cannot, neither he nor his clique of plutocrats, nor the rapacious bourgeoisie as a
whole! We German workers must achieve and
secure this peace with our weapons in our
hands! The sacrifices of the war are pointless
for us workers, they are of no benefit to us,
but they do benefit our plutocrats from the
steel, iron, and chemical industries. We are
prepared to make sacrifices and we realize
that these sacrifices will have to be made
for a peaceful future, for a future without

For freedom, bread, and peace!
War on the insane war!
		
Hitler’s victory—never-ending war!
People’s victory—an end to war!
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